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Tel.: (+34) 96 856 32 00
galua@servigroup.es

www.servigroup.com

The Servigroup Galua Hotel is located on the seafront, on Galua's Beach
on the Mediterranean Sea and close to the well- known Bohemia Square.
Nearby are Sailing Schools, Tennis and Golf clubs. 30 km from Cartagena
and 75 km from Murcia, modern and comfortable hotel. Particularly
recommended for families.

Large sun terrace and a superb swimming pool for children and adults with sunbeds
and parasols (electrolysis disinfection). Pool-bar and lounge bar overlooking the sea.
Social lounge, TV room, café, several event rooms for conferences and banquets
(max. capacity up to 300 people). Wellness Centre (supplement), provided with
gymnasium, jacuzzi, sauna massages, and facial and body treatments. Miniclub
and Delfi children’s club with its own mascot, workshops and activities (high season,
children under 4 years must be accompanied by an adult). Entertainment
programme (high season), children´s playground and gift shop. Free beach towel
service (deposit). Free wifi throughout the hotel, internet zone at reception area
(supplement). Laundry service. Hotel-owned parking spaces (supplement).
The hotel has 6 floors and a total of 194 rooms. There are different types of rooms for
the guests: double rooms views to the sea, family rooms, panoramic rooms and Junior
Suites. All of them are fully equipped with air-conditioning (depends on the season)
and heating system, bathroom with hairdryer, direct dial telephone, LCD TV, mini
fridge and safe. The hotel has rooms accessible for disabled people, as well as its
common areas.

Restaurant with buffet service and “show cooking”. The buffet
offers an exquisite and balanced Mediterranean cuisine,
national and international dishes, delicious desserts, special
themed menus, special celiac menu on request and
options for people with other food intolerance or allergies.

FIRE PREVENTION AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS COMPLIANT WITH NEW
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